
“HOT 97 SUMMER JAM TOKYO” was finally held at ZEPP TOKYO on July 29. DJ 

ENUFF, a popular DJ for HOT 97, and DJ LEAD, who is the first Japanese national 

who has become a DJ on an exclusive contract with the HOT 97 radio station, 

performed as an opening act for the event. 

 

The two DJs, who belong to “THE HEAVY HITTERS” DJ crew headed by DJ ENUFF, 

not just were part of the line-up of performers but also played a key role in organizing 

“HOT 97 SUMMER JAM TOKYO.” The audience was glued to the two DJs’ 

performances, in which they played a variety of new and old hit tunes one after 

another. They were central players in the event, transcending just an opening act. It 

was also the case with DJ KAST ONE, DJ BOBBY TRENDS and DJ CAMILO, who 

appeared after these two. 

 

Moreover, personalities in HOT 97 radio programs took turns in serving as an emcee. 

The show developed as if it were a reproduction of SUMMER JAM in the United States. 

 

Japan’s top-ranking artists, AKLO and AK-69, appeared on stage for a live act, followed 

by BANGKOK INVADERS & DABOYWAY that is enjoying high popularity in Thailand. 

These three units that represent Asia highlighted the uniqueness of “HOT 97 SUMMER 

JAM TOKYO” as an event held in Asia. 

 

It goes without saying that performances by four American units, who flew to Japan 

exclusively for this event, were impressive. What was more surprising was the 

audience’s excitement. Even though the ratio of foreigners to the entire audience was 

relatively high, the audience’s reactions to the music and lyrics were great, and those 

who were at the event may have forgotten that they were in Japan. 

 

Delighted expressions on the musicians and staffers’ faces seen in backstage rooms 

after the concert showed the success of the event. 

 

On the night of July 29, a follow-up event, called “MIDNIGHT STAGE,” was held at 

SOUND MUSEUM VISION in Shibuya Ward, Tokyo. DJs belonging to HOT 97, who 

had participated in the event at ZEPP TOKYO, showed their performances and 

ANARCHY and JOEY BADA$$, popular young artists representing Japan and the 

United States, respectively, gave their live performances. Moreover, MARLEY MARL 

and DJ SCRATCH, known as experienced DJs/producers, showed their DJ plays. It 



was a successful party. 

 

The following day, official after-parties were held in three major big cities -- Kyoto 

Osaka and Fukuoka. 


